Physiological changes during pregnancy can affect drug pharmacokinetics. Here we present a population pharmacokinetic model to describe the longitudinal change of unbound lopinavir/ritonavir (LPV/RTV) PK parameters with gestational age, and to predict unbound LPV concentrations under different dosing regimens. The changes in apparent intrinsic clearances of LPV and RTV during pregnancy are described using an exponential function of gestational age. The unbound fractions of LPV/RTV are not significantly different between pregnancy and postpartum. Simulation reveals that despite increases in LPV intrinsic clearance, effective LPV inhibitory quotient (IQ) values are predicted with the standard dosing (400/100 mg b.i.d.) in >90% of simulations, with £ 4-fold increase in viral IC 50 . As viral susceptibility decreases, higher doses increase the likelihood of efficacy. With 40-fold increases in IC 50 , IQs suggest alternate regimens be considered. This approach refines previous LPV PK reports, and supports that standard dosing is effective with susceptible virus. CPT Pharmacometrics Syst. Pharmacol. 
Fully suppressive combination antiretroviral (ARV) regimens, in combination with other interventions, have reduced the risk of mother-to-child-transmission (MTCT) of HIV to less than 2% in the developed world. 1 Lopinavir/ritonavir (LPV/RTV) is a preferred first-line component of perinatal regimens in the United States. 1 Pregnancy induces a host of variable changes in physiology throughout its course that can affect the pharmacokinetic (PK) properties of ARVs.
2 LPV/RTV are highly protein-bound substrates, inducers, and inhibitors of the CYP450 enzyme system and drug transporters, 3, 4 and total drug exposures decrease substantially during the second and third trimesters. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Table 1 provides a brief overview of the clinical studies documenting this effect. In 2005, LPV/RTV was reformulated from a soft-gel capsule to a Meltrex tablet, 14 with improved bioavailability and less impact of pregnancy on PK, 7 although guidelines and some experts recommended increased doses of LPV/RTV from 400/100 mg to 600/ 150 mg b.i.d. with the tablet formulation. 1 Despite decreases in total LPV concentrations, most investigations into the unbound, virologically active concentrations of LPV have demonstrated that they remain well above wildtype IC 50 values, and do not significantly increase with increased LPV/RTV dosing. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Recently, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved a change to the labeling of the Kaletra (AbbVie, North Chicago, IL) tablet, indicating a dosage increase in pregnancy is not needed in women with susceptible virus. 18 No clinical data exist to make recommendations regarding dosage requirements for women who may have reduced susceptibility to LPV. Using data from a study of 12 HIV-infected pregnant women who underwent an empiric dosage adjustment in the third trimester from 400/100 mg to 500/125 mg b.i.d. where unbound LPV/RTV concentrations were measured, 13 a population PK model was developed. Simulations of unbound concentrations under three dosing scenarios and five viral resistance patterns were then undertaken to inform dosing recommendations with reduced viral susceptibility.
METHODS

Clinical study conduct
A detailed description of study conduct has been previously published. 13 Briefly, HIV-infected pregnant women receiving LPV/RTV in combination with nucleoside agents were enrolled at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Northwestern University. Subjects underwent intensive PK sampling at four visits over the course of pregnancy: 20-24 weeks' gestation at a dose of 400/100 mg b.i.d.; 30 weeks' gestation at 400/100 mg b.i. 
Drug concentrations
Total LPV/RTV concentrations were measured in plasma using validated high-performance liquid chromatography/ ultraviolet (HPLC/UV) methods. 19 Unbound LPV/RTV concentrations were measured using rapid equilibrium dialysis and liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC/MS) methods as previously described. 13, 20 Population pharmacokinetic modeling and simulation Population PK analysis was performed using NONMEM 7.3 (ICON Development Solutions, Hanover, MD). R (v. 3.1.0, r-project.org) was used for data management, statistical analysis, and graphical analysis. Pirana (v. 2.9.2) was used for model management and output visualization. The ADVAN13 subroutine and first-order conditional estimation (FOCE) method with interaction was used for model development. Noncompartmental analysis (NCA) was performed using Phoenix WinNonlin 6.3 (Pharsight, St. Louis, MO) to calculate the areas under the concentration vs. time curve (AUC). Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the unbound fraction of LPV and RTV, AAG levels, and albumin levels across study visits. Data were log-transformed to achieve a normal distribution. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
LPV and RTV structural model LPV and RTV were initially modeled separately. Unbound and total concentrations were comodeled with unbound drug as the central compartment. To select the protein binding model, bound concentrations were plotted against unbound concentrations for each subject by each study visit to examine the protein binding behavior. One-compartment and two-compartment models were tested for both drugs. Zero-order, sequential first-and zero-order, first-order with or without a lag time, and transit compartment model were tested for each drug for its absorption model. Interindividual variability (IIV) and interoccasion variability (IOV) were assumed to be exponential and are presented as:
where u ij denotes individual parameter of the ith subject in the jth occasion, u denotes population parameter, g i represents the deviation from the population parameter of the ith subject, and j ij represents the random variable of the ith subject in the jth occasion. Both IIV and IOV were assumed to be normally distributed. Correlations between IIVs were examined by post hoc random variable plots and their correlation coefficients (R) from the correlation matrices for random effects in the NONMEM output. Proportional, additive, and combined proportional-additive error models were tested for residual variability. The effect of total body weight and lean body mass [21] [22] [23] on apparent intrinsic clearance (CL u /F) and apparent volume of distribution (V/F) were examined in both models using the empirical allometric scaling factors, 0.75 and 1, respectively. Model discrimination was determined by objective function values (OFV), using the likelihood ratio test (a 5 0.05), and diagnostic plots.
Covariate evaluation
Forward addition/backward elimination was performed for this analysis (a 5 0.05/0.01). The effects of study visit, gestational week, and race were tested for CL u /F, V u /F, and absorption parameter(s). The postpartum study visit and the African-American population were set as the references. Week of gestation was coded as zero for the postpartum visit. Parameter-covariate pairs were selected by examining the individual predicted PK parameters vs. covariate plots. Race, body mass index (BMI), pregnancy, and the concentrations of AAG and albumin were examined on f u . Categorical variables were incorporated in the model as:
where u 0 is the population parameter of the reference population, u i is the fold change of parameter in the ith category from the reference, X is the tested covariate, and Xi was assigned to 1 when the observation is within the ith category and otherwise 0. Continuous variables were tested with proportional linear model, power model, or exponential model, as:
where u is the population PK parameter, u 1 is the parameter of the population with the median X value, and u 2 is the covariate effect coefficient.
LPV-RTV interaction modeling
Several approaches to test the effect of RTV exposure on LPV PK were explored: As part of the covariate evaluation, post hoc RTV AUCs were tested for the LPV CL u /F using exponential model, power model, and I MAX model as:
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where CL u;LPV represents the population LPV intrinsic clearance. u 1 and u 2 denote the intrinsic LPV clearance with median unbound RTV AUC and without RTV, respectively. Coef presents the RTV inhibition coefficient. I MAX is the maximum inhibitory effect and is fixed to 1. AUC 50 is the unbound RTV concentration resulting in 50% inhibition, and AUC u,RTV represents unbound RTV area under the curve.
In an alternative approach, the interaction of LPV and RTV was evaluated based on the two individual models, and was described as the influence of unbound RTV concentrations or AUCs on LPV intrinsic clearance. In terms of RTV concentrations, an exponential model, a power model and a simple I MAX model were used to characterize the interaction, as:
where CL u;LPV represents the population LPV intrinsic clearance. u 1 and u 2 denote the intrinsic LPV clearance with median unbound RTV concentration and without RTV, respectively. Coef presents the RTV inhibition coefficient. I MAX is the maximum inhibitory effect, and is fixed to 1. IC 50 is the unbound RTV concentration resulting in 50% inhibition, and C u,RTV represents unbound RTV concentration. In terms of RTV AUCs, the same model types as described in the covariate analysis section were evaluated. RTV AUCs were obtained in the control stream as:
The interaction was tested with and without the covariate effects on LPV intrinsic clearance. Model discrimination was based on OFV, and a decrease of 3.84 in OFV (a 5 0.05) was considered significant.
Model validation
The goodness of fit of all models was evaluated by observation vs. individual prediction (IPRED) and population prediction (PRED) plots, and conditional weighted residuals (CWRES) vs. PRED and time plots. Visual predictive checks were performed after 1,000 simulations with the final parameter estimates. Bootstrap estimates were obtained from 500 replicates and compared to model estimates to evaluate parameter precision.
Outlier determination and data exclusion
Since the sample size in this study is relatively small, excluding data points from analysis was approached conservatively to include as many subjects and samples as possible. In this analysis, outliers were determined in the conditional residual plots and those observations yielding a jCWRESj >6 were excluded for further analysis. 24 Simulation of different LPV/RTV dosing regimens Unbound LPV concentrations of 1,000 subjects were simulated at LPV/RTV dosing of 400/100 mg, 500/125 mg, and 600/150 mg b.i.d., at 32 weeks of gestation and postpartum. Unbound inhibitory quotient (IQ) were calculated from unbound trough concentrations (C u,trough ) as: IQ5C u;trough =IC 50 (13) and were compared to the pharmacological effectiveness thresholds, as shown below. The percentages of IQs showing effectiveness or ineffectiveness at each dosing level and each viral resistance were calculated.
Virologic parameters
Although viral susceptibility was not determined in the clinical study, previous work has suggested cutoffs for LPV efficacy based on calculation of the unbound Inhibitory Quotient (IQ) from virtual viral phenotypes (reported as fold-change decreases in susceptibility, rather than individual genetic mutations). 25 Based on data in protease inhibitor-experienced patients, 26, 27 protein-free IC 50 increases of 4-, 10-, 20-, and 40-fold from wildtype virus were considered in the third trimester at the increased and standard dosing. For each simulated subject (n 5 1,000), the unbound LPV trough concentration (at 12 hours postdose) in the third trimester was used to calculate the IQ (unbound LPV trough/viral IC 50 ) under five viral resistance scenarios, 28 using 0.69 ng/mL as the wildtype IC 50 . 25 IQs greater than 15 were considered effective, while those <4 were considered ineffective. 29 The same simulations and calculations were performed using model parameter estimates for 1,000 virtual subjects postpartum.
RESULTS
Demographics of the 12 enrolled women have been published. 18 Briefly, the subjects ranged in age from 18-35 years old with a median age of 28 years. Median weight at screening was 87.4 kg, range of 45.3-142.6 kg. Most of the subjects were African-American (75%) and antiretroviraltreatment-naive (67%). Plasma protein albumin and AAG levels (median, 25 th 275 th percentile) were 4.2 (4.1-4.4) g/dL and 82 (72-116) mg/dL at 8 weeks postpartum, respectively, and were significantly decreased (P < 0.001 for albumin and P 5 0.011 for AAG) during pregnancy. CD4 cell counts were >400 cells/lL throughout the study. Suppressed viral load (<48 copies/mL) was observed in all subjects in the latter part of the study. Concentration vs. time profiles of all the subjects across four study visits are presented in Supplementary Material S1. In total, 330 plasma samples were available for analysis. No BLQ data were present, and the truncated concentration vs. time profiles in three subjects were due to either missing samples or insufficient sample volumes for unbound concentration analysis.
LPV individual model
The LPV model structural is presented in Figure 1a . Unbound LPV concentrations were well described using a one-compartment model with first-order absorption and elimination. A lag time was included in the absorption phase. Zero-order, sequential zero-and first-order absorption, and transit compartment models did not significantly improve the model. A linear protein binding model was chosen to describe the relationship between the unbound and total concentrations, as only one subject in the fourth visit showed a minimal trend of saturable binding (data not shown). Interindividual variability (IIV) was included on the apparent intrinsic clearance (CL u /F) and unbound fraction (f u ). Incorporating an interoccasion variability (IOV) in CL u / F, absorption rate constant (k a ), and f u decreased the OFV by 313.3, 17.3, and 29.3 sequentially. The empirical allometric effect of body weight or lean body mass on CL u /F and apparent unbound volume of distribution (V u /F) was not justified in the model, as determined by a likelihood ratio test. The residual variability of both total and unbound LPV were described using a proportional model. The final PK parameter and bootstrap estimates are presented in Table  2 .
In the covariate analysis, while study visit and the week of gestation were both significant covariates on CL u /F, the latter could describe the change of the apparent intrinsic clearance across the study period in a more parsimonious manner, and this relationship was well described by an exponential function as:
where u is the population parameter estimate of LPV apparent intrinsic clearance at week zero of gestation, coef is the week effect coefficient, and WEEK denotes the gestational week. Post hoc estimates of CL u /F and the backcalculated total body clearance for the four study visits are summarized in Table 3 . Compared to 8 weeks postpartum, the median CL u /F of LPV increase by 38%, 56%, and 61% at 20-24 weeks, 30 weeks, and 32 weeks of gestation, respectively.
For LPV f u , none of the tested covariates, including AAG, albumin levels, BMI, race, study visit, and pregnancy were significant (Supplementary Material S2). This result was consistent with the insignificant difference of the unbound AUC fractions across study visits analyzed by repeatedmeasures ANOVA (Supplementary Material S3a,c).
RTV individual model
The structural model of RTV, as presented in Figure 1b , was similar to that of LPV, except for that in the RTV model:
1. Both CL u /F and V u /F were adjusted for body weight using empirical allometric rule; 2. IIV were included on CL u /F and f u , with an estimated off-diagonal relationship; 3. In addition to IOVs on k a and f u , including IOV on bioavailability (F) significantly improved the model fit, while IOV on CL u /F was not significant after IOV on F was incorporated.
Again, week of gestation was the most significant covariate for CL u /F, and the effect size of gestation week for RTV apparent intrinsic clearance was larger than that for LPV, with the estimated coefficient of 0.0184 for RTV vs. 0.0148 for LPV.
Including lean body mass in the structural model did not perform better than total body weight. IIVs on the coefficient were not justified for either LPV or RTV, implying the similar change of the clearance among the studied subjects. Covariate analysis of RTV f u found no significant effects of the tested variables (Supplementary Material S2), and this was confirmed with the repeated-measure ANOVA on Figure 1 Schematic illustrations of the pharmacokinetic model structure for (a) lopinavir and (b) ritonavir. X 0 , oral dose; X a , amount of drug in the absorption compartment; k a , first-order absorption rate constant; T lag , absorption lag time; f u , unbound fraction; C u , unbound concentration; C, total concentration; V u /F, apparent volume of distribution of unbound drug; V/F, volume of distribution of total drug; CL u /F, apparent unbound drug clearance or intrinsic clearance; F, bioavailability; LPV, lopinavir; RTV, ritonavir. * and † denote the interindividual variability and interoccasion variability on the parameters in the final model, respectively. unbound RTV AUC fraction (Supplementary Material S3b,d). Material S2) . When the interaction was tested in the joint model, the PK parameters of RTV were fixed to reduce the complexity of the modeling process. The basic model for this analysis was the combination of the LPV and RTV final model from the above analysis, with the correlations of their residual errors estimated. Similar values were obtained for LPV CL u /F (167 L/h vs. 167 L/h) and gestational week coefficients (0.149 vs. 0.148) from this basic model and the individual model. Among the six tested models, the exponential model in expression of unbound RTV concentrations provided the lowest OFV; however, incorporating the interaction did not improve the model fit significantly (Supplementary Material S4) . The coefficient value of the interaction was 0.0028, corresponding to 23% to 111% of inhibition on LPV clearance, given the 5 th and 95 th percentile of unbound RTV concentration. When the interaction was evaluated without the gestational age effect on LPV clearance, the OFV increased by 13.0, indicating the RTV concentrations could not sufficiently explain the longitudinal change of LPV clearance, even though a slight decrease of gestational week effect on LPV clearance (Supplementary Material S4) compared to the basic model was observed.
LPV-RTV interaction modeling When tested as a covariate, unbound RTV AUC did not have significant influence on LPV PK (Supplementary
Therefore, the interaction model was not adopted in subsequent analysis. NONMEM control streams for individual The clearance estimates are presented as median (range). CL u,LPV /F, lopinavir apparent intrinsic clearance; CL LPV /F, lopinavir total body clearance; CL u,RTV /F, ritonavir apparent intrinsic clearance; CL RTV /F, ritonavir total body clearance. *Total body clearance 5 intrinsic clearance 3 lopinavir unbound fraction. Residual correlation (r) r unbound -r total 0.614 -0.611 -CL u /F, apparent intrinsic clearance; CL/F, apparent total body clearance; V u /F, apparent volume of distribution of unbound drug; V/F, apparent volume of distribution of total drug; k a , first-order absorption rate constant; f u , unbound fraction; IIV, interindividual; CV, coefficient of variation; CI, 95% confidence interval; r, correlation coefficient.
and interaction models are provided in Supplementary Material S5.
Model validation
The diagnostic plots for LPV and RTV ( Figure 2 ) and individual goodness of fit plots (Supplementary Material S6) showed that the observed data were fairly well predicted, with no obvious bias in the model. The visual predictive check demonstrated a good performance of the model in predicting both LPV and RTV (Figure 3) concentrations, with the observed percentiles well captured by the predicted percentiles and corresponding 95% confidence intervals.
Simulated unbound LPV inhibitory quotients (IQs)
The unbound LPV IQs at 32 weeks gestation and postpartum, under three different dosing strategies, are summarized in Table 4 . The percentage of IQs showing effectiveness (>15) were calculated for each scenario. Overall, the percentage of effective IQs in the third trimester were no greater than those in postpartum. With up to a fourfold increase in unbound IC 50 , over 90% of the simulated subjects were predicted to have effective IQs, and the difference between the third trimester and postpartum was minimal. When unbound IC 50 was increased 10-fold, the percentage of effective IQs significantly decreased to less than 50% in the third trimester, with the standard dose of 400/100 mg. With dose increased by 25% and 50%, this percentage could be brought up to 60% and 77%, respectively. Postpartum, the effect of increasing the dose was less than that in the third trimester, with 89-98% effective IQs predicted. When unbound IC 50 was increased 20-fold, less than 20% of the effective IQs were predicted for the third trimester, regardless of an increased dose. For subjects in the postpartum period, increasing the dose could bring this percentage from 30% to 70%. When unbound IC 50 increased 40-fold, 90% or more of simulated subjects did not achieve effective IQs. The full comparison across the three dosing strategies including the percentage of ineffectiveness (IQ <4) are presented in Supplementary Material S7 for 32 weeks of gestation (third trimester) and Supplementary Material S8 for postpartum. 
DISCUSSION
A population pharmacokinetic model describing longitudinal PK and intrinsic unbound clearance of LPV and RTV in HIV-infected pregnant women was developed. Distinct from other analyses that have detected the pregnancy effect at a single point, this secondary analysis of the unbound and total LPV and RTV profiles from four study visits was able to quantify the trajectory of clearance changes for these two drugs during pregnancy and postpartum. The post hoc PK estimates showed that the LPV apparent intrinsic clearance increased by 61% at 32 weeks of gestation, compared to postpartum. The unbound fractions of neither LPV nor RTV were significantly affected by the physiological alterations of pregnancy, e.g., decreased AAG and albumin concentrations or increased BMI. Based on 1,000 simulated subjects, the current standard LPV/RTV dose of 400/ 100 mg was predicted to produce effective unbound LPV IQs in over 90% of subjects with a 4-fold increase in viral IC 50 , lending further support to the recent recommendations for maintaining Kaletra dosing at the standard dose in pregnancy.
14 To our knowledge, this is the first model to use an exponential function to describe the longitudinal change of the apparent intrinsic clearance for LPV and RTV in pregnant women. The model indicated that gestational age has a more profound effect on the elimination of RTV than LPV, implying that RTV is more sensitive to physiologic changes, including the potential alteration of metabolic enzyme activity. 30 The increase in CL u,LPV /F is 38%, 56%, and 61% at 22 weeks, 30 weeks, and 32 weeks, respectively, of gestation compared to postpartum in terms of the median post hoc PK estimates. Decreases in the drug bioavailability, increase in metabolic enzyme activity, or both could explain this increase; however, our model could not quantitatively differentiate the effect of these two factors due to lack of i.v.-administration PK or a direct assessment of metabolic activity.
It has been theorized that the decrease in AAG during pregnancy might result in increased unbound fraction, 13 but this assumption was made based on saturation of protein binding in plasma. According to the protein binding analysis for each individual at each visit, most of the subjects did not exhibit a noticeable saturation in protein binding, even with very high concentrations. Therefore, a linear protein binding model was sufficient to describe the unbound and total concentrations. The concentrations of AAG and albumin did not have a significant effect on the unbound fractions of either LPV or RTV in the covariate analysis. In vivo, even though binding to AAG is subject to capability limiting, albumin is unlikely to be saturated 31 ; thus, the subtle alteration in protein binding due to decreases in AAG and albumin concentrations might not be detected in this analysis, with limited sample size. The post hoc repeated-measured ANOVA testing of the difference among the unbound AUC fractions across the four study visits show no significant findings (P > 0.05) for LPV and RTV, which is consistent with the results in the population PK analysis.
The known interaction between LPV and RTV is not well characterized in this analysis. Neither unbound RTV AUCs nor its concentrations could further improve the LPV model while accounting for the gestational age effect. The interaction analysis in terms of AUC is consistent with insignificance of the post hoc unbound RTV AUCs in the covariate analysis. This is probably because the clinical study was not designed to detect the interaction; therefore, the data are not ideal for quantifying this, given the small sample size and time-varying pharmacokinetics inherent in the study design. Nevertheless, our analysis reports an interaction coefficient of 0.0028, or 0.00041 in terms of total RTV concentration, which is consistent with the interaction value of 0.00064 reported by Wang et al., 32 using the same interaction function form.
The current analysis further extends the perspective on the use of the standard dose in HIV-infected women in the context of viral resistance. While the standard dose is sufficient for pregnant women with susceptible virus, increased doses are indicated in 10-fold increases in IC 50 . When IC 50 increases by 20 fold, an alternative regimen to LPV/r should be considered for pregnant women, especially in the third trimester.
While useful, this work does have some limitations. First, the viral susceptibility to LPV was not measured in these women, and thus this work is based on the literature and simulations and not clinical data. Additionally, the clinical data available to us did not include dosing at the 600/ 150 mg regimen, and the population model was used to predict these concentrations. Our simulated total concentrations are consistent with the literature, 5,11 so we believe this approach is reasonable. For the protein-binding model at this dose, we assume that the protein-binding behavior of LPV at this dose does not differ substantially from the observed behavior at the lower doses, supported by data that LPV protein binding is constant over a wide range of concentrations. 14 As with most studies in pregnancy, the sample size is small, potentially limiting model robustness and generalizability. These women, however, were intensively studied longitudinally, and contribute to one of the most comprehensive characterizations of LPV PK in pregnancy.
In summary, this model-based approach extends and refines the previously reported PK results for LPV, and supports the standard dosing regimen of LPV/RTV in pregnancy. These results are consistent with the observations that despite lower plasma LPV concentrations in pregnancy, virologic failure and risk of MTCT are rare events in pregnant women with susceptible virus. 
